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MINUTES OF MEETING
September 21, 1987
President Peck presided.
guests.

55 members, 4

Like Wilfred Funk, like Willard Espy, like
Eric Partridge, like Bergen Evans and like Jim
Elder, Stewart Dunsker is fascinated by word
origins and has spent much of his secret life
mining this rewarding lode. Once having smelted
the ore and obtained the golden nuggets, he was
reluctant to exhibit them to others. Last year,
however, he joined an organization founded by
William Safire and called the "Lexicographic
Irregulars'~, having its headquarters, no doubt, at
221B Samuel Johnson Lane. Now that he is out of
the lexicographic closet, Stewart has decided to
share his Joy of Lex with fellow Literary Club
members and thus we had his club paper for this
evening on eponyms, that is, words derived from
names of people or places. Under the heading of
geography, we were told the story of the origin of
the name of our city, a complicated tale going
back to 458 B.C.; the origin of the name "Rome",
another city of equal note; and the origin of the
name which George Washington gave to his horne,
Mount Vernon. Under the rubric of politics, the
words boycott, chauvinism, gerrymander and guy all
originated as the names of persons who incurred
the opprobrium, scorn or contempt of their fellow
citizens, either during or after their
lifetimes. Then there are words laconic,
phillippic and Machiavellian which have acquired
equally unattractive characteristics, although
perhaps unjustly so. Mythology, of course, is a
rich lode for eponymous wo~ds. Atlas,
procrustean, promethean, narcissism, and halcyon
are some of the words that Stewart explored to his
great interest and our pleasure.
This was an interesting paper for word
mongers, as all of us should be. Oddly, though,
or so it seemed to me, Stewart did not give us the

origin of the word "eponym". Perhaps, it comes
from Epona, the Roman horse goddess, who was said
to be the result of a union between a man and a
mare. If so, I don't see the relevance.
Reading time:

30 minutes.

After, annual reports were given by the
secretary, the treasurer and the conservator and
Frank Davis pledged $10 towards the purchase of a
ladder which will reach to the chandelier.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
September 28, 1987
President Peck presided.
present.

55 members, 4 guests

Joe Stern was the reader of the budget of the
evening. The first paper, entitled "The White
Buddha", was a fanciful concoction by Rollin
Workman, who was taken to giving loose rein to his
fancy when he has a Literary Club paper to
write. The scene is set in the garden of the
Master of the Fishing Nets in some unpronounceable
place in China. The date is sometime in the
twelfth century and the Master of the Fishing
Nets, whom we will call Jin (because Rollin so
called him) has retired a wealthy man, built the
garden with accompanying living quarters, and
barely escaped a disastrous marriage with a
shrew. The woman proceeded to marry Jin's nephew
and these two concocted a plot to have Jin
murdered and thus inherit his wealth. Now Jin had
a white alabaster statue of the Buddha which he
confidently believed would protect him from all
evil. The nephew hired an assassin and told him
that the statue would be opposite Jin's bedroom
door but, when the assassin came in the dark of
night to do his dastardly deed, the statue had
been moved by the shrewish woman because she had
always disliked the Buddha's prominent place in
the house. This caused the murderer to kill the
nephew instead of Jin and so the cunning white
Buddha had once more protected its owner. Rollin
solemnly advises us that he has found this
enchanting but gory tale in one of the longer
Chinese guide books.
The second paper, "Apologia Pro Opera Nostra",
was not an apology but a rebuttal - a rebuttal to
a paper by Herb Curry some months ago in which he
contrasted Santa Fe opera performances with those
of Cincinnati, to the detriment of the latter.
The author of this rebuttal was Ethan Stanley.
Curry said that Queen City opera was once one of

our worst embarrassments. Stanley says it has
been a jewel in the queen's crown since opera's
inception here in 1920 and he lists the great
singers who have performed here. Ethan points out
that some of these singers got their start here
and he disagrees with Herb's statement that
quality is achieved here only rarely. To this
impartial observer, neither writer proved anything
other than his personal predilection but it has
been fun listening to them go at each other and we
will await with interest Mr. Curry's
surrebuttal.
The last paper was the first instance of a
collaboration that has come to the attention of
this secretary. This paper, titled "Post Time",
was the joint effort of Messrs. J.S. Stern and
R.H. Allen and it was a farce or, perhaps more
accurately, a "tour de farce". It featured two
main characters, one imaginary, one real. The
real one was Muff Gale and he played only a cameo
role. The fictitious one was a fifty-five year
old bachelor university professor who was taken in
by the sexy wiles of one of his young woman
students. Tantilization ended in assignation. In
the hotel room the about-to-be climax became anticlimax when the profession opened a closet door
and saw - Oliver Galel Come to think about it,
maybe this professor was not fictitious. Could it
have been another member of the ••••••• Oh, no, no,
the description didn't fit - quite.
Reading time:

38 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
October 5, 1987
President Peck presided.
guests.

55 members, 3

The paper for the evening was given a "Generic
Title" and was by Randolph Wadsworth. The locale
is at a Chinese university where young Wadsworth
had arrived in February of 1986 to spend a
semester as a visiting professor. The story is
somewhat about his hardships and pleasures during
that semester but mostly about Peter, Pan and
Others. Peter (part Chinese and part German) was
a dean at the university and was, for Ducky, a
model of what is best among Peter's generation of
westernized Chinese. Pan was a Chinese lass who
taught English to students in the college
preparatory school. The "Others" - well, there
were too many of them to do them justice in this
brief report. Professor Wadsworth vetted us on
each of them and, in the process, gave us an
insight of life in academic China of 1986. The
problems are complex, both for the individuals
about whom Ducky writes and for the Chinese
government as it, and the individuals, struggle to
reconcile their Oriental cultural heritage with
western influences. One problem involves Pan who
is now studying in this country, which she
loves. Should she return to China? The same
situation involves Lily Gao, one of those "others"
about whom Ducky writes. Should he try to
influence her to return? Please advise him. The
moral responsibility is more than he can handle
alone.
Reading time: 52 minutes which shattered an
approximately 35 minute reading time established
by each of the three preceding regular papers.
After the paper, the new constitution was
explained by Mr. Hilton and was adopted by the
members present without a dissenting vote. Thanks
for much hard work in drafting this document were
given to Messrs. Merkel, Davis and Hilton.
Respectfully submitted,
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
October 12, 1987
John Weld Peck presided over a meeting of 49
members. There were no guests.
Guido Gores looks at contemporary society and
is disgruntled, so he dips his pen in the ink of
sad dismay and writes a Literary Club paper to let
us know that our society is wasting time trying to
divide equably our limited supplies instead of
trying to increase the quantity of those
supplies. He blames organized religion for
exclusively concerning itself about equality of
distribution with complete unconcern about
production. The political systems of western
civilization have the same philosophy, despite the
teachings of history that such a system doesn't
work. Guido also is unhappy about the handling of
minority problems in this country. Guilt feelings
befog pragmatic solutions and lead to
counterdiscrimination. (Parenthetically, your
secretary agrees with Mr. Gores on this point.
Quite some time ago, your secretary read a paper
to this assembly about the unconscionable
treatment of the Scots-American minority in this
country and yet, since then, not one dang thing
have been done about it). New discrimination for
old is hardly progress, says Guido. Then there is
the multitude of laws which discriminate in favor
of labor unions and union members. This group
benefits and the general public suffers. But
there are sins in management, too. The practice
of leveraged buy-outs is a sell-out of the
stockholders to whom management stands in a
fiduciary relationship.
Guido then takes pot-shots at corporate
charitable contributions as not a proper corporate
purpose. At this point in the paper, Muff Gale
was seen to sit bolt upright.
Well, Guido got it all out of his system and
ended with a rousing salvo of criticism of the

deplorable ethical condition of the contemporary
bar, judiciary and legal systems."
"Ethics or Tilting at Windmills?" was the
title of this paper and the reading time was 36
minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary
*The problem is that Guido wants perfection. If
he were married to Racquel Welch, he'd expect her
to cook.

MINUTES OF MEETING
October 19, 1987
President Peck presided.
guests.

46 members, 2

Lawson Whitesides had the paper for the
evening and chose as his subject the many faceted
career of Samuel Houston, known to the Cherokee
Indians as "The Raven". One of the most colorful
figures to appear on the American scene, which has
featured colorful figures, Houston was born in
Virginia, moved to Tennessee, went to live with
the Cherokees while he was still a teenager,
joined the United States Army, fought the Creeks,
became a lawyer, served in Congress, was elected
governor of Tennessee at age 34, was made
commander-in-chief of an army of Texans insurging
against the Mexican government and defeated Santa
Anna at San Jacinto •. Houston was then elected the
first president of the Republic of Texas and later
was its first Senator after it became one of the
United States. In the words of Henry Steele
Commanger "Houston symbolized the most dramatic
qualities of the American character of the midnineteenth century. He was a combination of the
primitive and the sophisticate which always
delighted the European observer and has never
embarrassed the American". To compress into a 40
minute paper these varied events of the seventy
year span from 1793 when Sam Houston was born to
1863 when the Raven croaked, took some doing but
Lawson did it well.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
October 26, 1987
President Peck presided. One guest was
present plus seventy-three members of whom sixtynine had made reservations.
This was the 139th anniversary meeting and
will be remembered by all who attended as an
exceptionally delightful evening. After an
eloquent invocation by Victor Reichert, the
members settled down to the customary banquet.
Customary except for one thing - the new
president, known for his radical political stance,
revealed an iconoclastic attitude also towards the
traditions of Literary Club banquets and so the
customary fowl was replaced by good English roast
beef. Otherwise the president kept his hands off
banquet traditions and the usual wines, brandy and
cigars complimented the comestibles. After a
pause just long enough for the members to brace
themselves for what lay ahead, the Club historian,
eschewing Charles Wilby for the nonce, read his
63rd consecutive anniversary paper, which was
about the Blackwells. No, not the family of our
current club member but that of Samuel Blackwell,
an Englishman who brought his family to Cincinnati
in 1838. This is not the first time that Eslie
Asbury has read a paper to us about the Blackwells
but this time the emphasis was on daughter
Elizabeth who was the first woman to receive an
M.D. degree. She was also an active women's
rights advocate and had a remarkable career in
this country and in England which was outlined
with vigorous strokes.
John Peck then read a paper which he called "A
Moving Experience". The experience occurred
because John found himself alone in the club house
one afternoon. This had never occurred to him
before, as it has not to most of us, and, there
being no distractions, John looked at the club
artifacts with a new comprehension and a
heightened appreciation of their history which is

interwoven with the history of our city, our state
and our nation. As our president rolled out the
names of so many highly distinguished former
members of our club, current members present had
to experience a surge of pride to march in such
company, which, of course, was the emotion John
Peck intended to create. John mused on about the
many doings that cause our club to be an ongoing
phenomenon. It takes more than one coming with a
paper every Monday evening. Certain
responsibilities must be understood and assumed by
certain club functionaries. With their identity
continually changing, how do these club officers
learn their duties? Why, courtesy of the
mysterious Vice-President's book whose birthing
midwife was Ed Merkel. This gave President Peck a
chance to say some gracious words anent just about
everybody who makes any sort of contribution to
the club's operations. Most of all he thanked the
club membership for giving him the truly moving
experience of being the club president.
Reading time:

about 23 minutes.

During the reading of the paper, Edward Merkel
was elected to honorary membership in the club.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
November 2, 1987
Vice-President Robertson presided.
members, 1 guest.

52

Woodward Garber had the paper and he titled it
"Last Voyage of the Lady Esther II, Part 1". This
paper started out as a relation of an around-theworld voyage of a 54 foot ketch with a ten man
crew, half of whom had no sailing experience. The
ketch sailed from Miami and had rough going,
indeed, to reach New Providence Island. At this
point, however, the paper turned into an
autobiography, the purpose of which, the author
stated, was to explain why he was a working
passenger on this ketch. woody credits the
influence of his great great uncle and his father
for his love of exploration as he tells us of his
travels through mid-town Manhattan, all 48 states,
Canada, Mexico, Guatemala and Belize. But travel
on land has its limitations, so Woody's eyes began
to water and his mind to think in terms of
sails. Weekend cruising on Lake Cowan was not
good enough for woody who always thinks big. In
this case, nothing but an around-the-world would
be big enough and Woody started to lay his
plans. He made the acquaintance of the author of
a book on sailing and the two of them laid their
plans to buy a boat and work out an itinerary.
Nothing was in writing. They understood and
trusted one another. On the day that they were to
meet at Woods Hole to buy the boat, Woody's friend
unilaterally changed the provisions of their
partnership, so for woody the deal was off.
Hastily he looked for an alternative; found out
that the Lady Esther II was booking working
passengers for an around-the-world voyage; and
signed on. So much for Part 1 of Lady Esther
II. We can assume that she will languish in
Nassau for about two years when it will be Woody's
turn to present another paper.

Reading time: this was another 52 minute
paper and the natives are becoming quite
restless.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
November 9, 1987
President Peck presided.
guests.

57 Members, 2

On April 1, 1985, Douglas Mansfield (or is it
David Mansfield?) read to the club a paper which
was essentially the diary of one Jamie Albright
who moved from Philadelphia to Cincinnati in the
year 1800. It was a fortuitous event that Doug
stumbled on this diary for it enabled him to
pretty much avoid writing a paper as instead he
just gave us the diary in toto. On November 9,
1987, the same serendipity and otiose prevailed.
Doug had the amazing good fortune to run across
Volume Two of this priceless diary and again
substituted the diary for the labor of composing a
literary club paper. Volume Two of the diary
begins with the employment of Jamie Albright by
one Charles Vattier, a restauranteur in the
Cincinnati of the early 1800s. This Vattier was a
man of unattractive appearance and flexible
morals. Despite this, or perhaps because of the
malleable morals, he became a wealthy man. He was
disliked and envied by many and so it was no
surprise that the diary next reported the arrest
of Vattier for burglarizing the home of General
James Findlay who was the Receiver of public
monies of the United States for the Cincinnati
District. The general, who had discovered the
loss in the spring of 1800 when his accounts were
audited, did not make the same public until the
fall of that year and, at that time, Vattier was
arrested for theft of the money. The diary
details the ensuing trial at some length and the
trial ended with Vattier's conviction. Strangely,
the governor pardoned him shortly thereafter and
this aroused the anger of the populace. The diary
ends with words of confidence in the integrity of
Charles Vattier and the expressed suspicion that
the supposedly stolen money was really used to
further the treasonous schemes of Aaron Burr and
that the governor's pardon was bought and sold.

t'
'

It is to be hoped that Joe Stern was listening
carefully to this paper. These rare diaries, so
vibrant with hitherto little known facts about the
early history of our city, would make grand
exhibits for the two hundredth anniversary of
Cincinnat_i 's founding. I am sure that Mr.
Mansfield would be happy to let them be so used if
Mr. Stern will assure him that they will come to
no harm. With these diaries in hand, a chap
shouldn't have to compose a literary club paper
for the next twenty years.
Reading time:

38 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
November 16, 1987
President Peck presided. There were 46
members present. There were also 7 guests,
several of whom did not seem to have reached the
age of puberty.

I'

The title of the paper for the evening was
"Fractured Fairy Tales" and the author was w.
David Behnke. As the reading of the paper began,
some of the members were observed to sink deep in
their chairs, no doubt feeling that they were much
too old for fairy tales and afraid that they were
in for a Grimm evening. If so, they were wrong.
The evening was more grim than they could have
imagined, for it was grimy with bleak psychoanalysis. In addition the author, an
unreconstructed Jimmy Carter supporter, twice took
slaps at George Bush and, when Bush was called a·
wimp, Guido Gores bolted upright. In fact, the
entire audience was bolt upright through the
entire paper. This was not a night to let the
attention wander for none of us had ever before
heard fairy tales presented in so harsh a light.
The paper started innocently enough. The author
began by discussion the value of fairy tales for
leading children gently into the mature world and
even their relaxing values for giving adults a
mild, temporary escape from the vicissitudes of
the real world. But he did not linger long in
this fairy land. He immediately began to analyze
these charming stories and, taking Cinderella as
his prime example, immediately found a dark
side. The brothers Grimm, when they composed this
classic, were clearly in one of their
verschlugginer Gotterdammerung moods, so
Cinderella wallows in ashes and therefore later
commentators have had very dirty explanations for
the poor girl's remarkable success in triumphing
over adversity. I am aorry to say that David
Behnke has also fallen into this trap. Perhaps
because ashes were so .. prevalent, he began to see
the simple story through a gritty film and began
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to jabber about such matters as primary
narcissism, oedipal disappointments, latent
homosexual tendencies, phallic symbols, and even
regressed anal characteristics. Your secretary
disapproved strongly of this a posteriori
reasoning and Cinderella would have felt the same
way for she was Jung and easily Freudened.
This besmirching of these simple, lovely tales
is so distasteful to me that I can say no more
about this paper except to report one instance of
outrageous libel wherein Behnke (undoubtedly of
Sassenach ancestry) states that in the Scottish
version of Cinderella the stepmother forces the
shoe onto the foot of one of her daughters by
cutting off her heel and toes. Well, you should
know, first, that this incident is in the original
story as written by the Brothers Grimm and,
second, there is no Scottish version of
Cinderella. Oh, there is one other thing that I
can say about the paper. The audience enjoyed it
hugely. The only work comparable to it that I can
think of is J.B. Beastly's "Garden Treasury of
Misanthropic Pleasantry".
Reading time:

35 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

! .

l

MINUTES OF MEETING
November 23, 1987
President Peck presided.
guests.

67 members, 7

Robert H. Allen read a paper about "The Man
Nobody Could See". The first part of this paper
was a quotation from Blaise Pascal which I did not
understand and, therefore, will not comment on.
The rest of the paper was about some equation
which I also did not understand but I guess that
the duties of my office require comment. The
equation was something conjured up by one Waldo
Maronmucker who graduated first in his class at
Yale and first in his class at u.c. Law School.
Nonetheless there was something lacking about
Waldo. His Harvard interviewer couldn't see him
as a Harvard man: Skull & Bones at Yale couldn't
see him as one of them; his live-in girl friend
couldn't see him as a husband: T S & Hand F & J
couldn't see him in their law firms. A point was
beginning to emerge. Here we had a matter of
sight - or lack of it. People just couldn't see
Waldo, figuratively. So he took a little vacation
to think things over and one day found himself
attending a lecture on psychokinesis at Duke
University. Waldo began to muse about antipsychokinesis which he called AK and which he had
a suspicion described his condition. He worked up
a formula to identify AK and, from then on,
wherever he went he concentrated on this formula
until he felt - he was sure - he had reached AK
prime. At this stage peculiar things began to
happen. People would sit in his lap and then
apologize that they hadn't seen him. Waldo
discovered that, when he held the formula in front
of him, he was not visible to others. Waldo found
that, when he was invisible, he could obtain much
of his food, clothing and shelter without spending
any money. Also, when he did not use the formula,
people seemed to see him in a more attractive
light than formerly. With the help of AK prime,
it was not difficult for Waldo to gain unseen

access to a women's dormitory at Duke and, over a
two week period, no less than nine coeds claimed
to have had nocturnal visits by an incubus. Well,
all of this was exciting but Waldo began to feel a
concern about the moral and security ramifications
of his discovery, so he took Bob Allen into his
confidence. (Something is wrong with that
sentence). They discovered that, when they viewed
the formula at the same time, they would be
visible to each other but invisible to other
persons. This was proven when Bob had us look at
the formula as he read his paper. Gellett Burgess
would have enjoyed this paper. "Yesterday upon
the stair, I saw little Waldo who wasn't there.
He wasn't there again today; Oh how I wish he
would go or stay". The applause for this paper
registered 5.9 on the Richter scale.
Reading time:

35 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
November 30, 1987
President Peck presided.
members present.

There were 44

The budget for the evening was read by
Clifford Grulee and consisted of two papers, both
composed by the budgeteer. Paper No. 1 was titled
"Wyoming Horse Wrangling in the Nineteen Twenties
and Thirties". It seems that when Clifford was
much younger than he is now, he spent seven
summers as a boss wrangler. Well, what is a
wrangler and why is he so called? The dictionary
says that a wrangling is a disputer or one who
takes the highest honors in mathematiCs at
Cambridge University or a cowboy who tends saddle
horses. But why is such a cowboy called a
wrangler? I can't find out and I wish that Dr.
Grulee would research this for us. In the
meantime he tells us in this paper of the many
occupational hazards of wrangling and of the
routine of the wrangler's day -or, more aptly,
night. The work night starts between 5 and 5:30
P.M. when that day's working horses are unsaddled
and belled. Then another herd of horses are
driven out to the range to bed down for the night
and this has been usually accomplished by 7:15 or
7:30. Sometimes the wranglers have to camp out
with the horses all night and then sleep is
intermittent. The horses will separate into small
groups, each finding its particular grazing area;
then have a nap; then get up and graze again for
an hour or so; have another nap; move on to
another grazing area; have another nap; and then
devote themselves to the serious business of
finding a hideout. For this reason the wranglers
try to be back in the saddle by 4 A.M. before the
horses have become too dispersed and hidden. If
the horses have outwitted the men, there can be a
long morning of search and seizure, with breakfast
and even lunch having to be foregone. Clifford
Grulee takes pride in his experience and
.
accqmplishments as a wrangler although he adm1ts

it was not a prestigious.calling. On cattle
ranches this was just why you did until you
acquired the experience and "cow-sense" to become
a regular hand.
This was an interesting discussion of a way of
life known to few Literary Club members, I
suspect. The second paper was a vignette about
one Kid Nichols who made the mistake of killing
elk within the limits of Yellowstone National
Park. When a cavalry patrol came along a series
of shots were exchanged and, in time, Kid Nichols
was wounded in the heel. Time wounds all heels.
He went into hiding and was supplied with food,
water and fuel by the local ranchers who had no
love for the federal troopers. In the spring Kid
Nichols was able to cross the border into Canada
and become a successful businessman. Achilles
should have been so lucky. Reading time: 40
minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
December 7, 1987
President Peck presided.
guests attended.

56 members and 5

Stanley B. Troup had the paper and he began it
be bemoaning the fact that the was born 170 years
too late to have been a contemporary of Mozart.
Stanley has always been moved by Mozart's music
and would much like to have had him as a friend.
Not .wagner, not Beethoven, not even Bach, but
Mozart. I think that Stan should reconsider Johan
Sebastian, the last of his line, who, on his ·
deathbed, uttered those ringing words "The Bach
stops here". Anyway, Mozart's compositions, over
the years, have so entertained and instructed Stan
that he now feels that he and Mozart are very good
friends. This delusion or hallucination or pipe
dream has reached the point that, in this paper,
Stanley Troup draws parallels between his life and
Mozart's. Some parallels. More like
antipodies. Mozart's grandfather was a master
bookbinder. Troup's was a butcher. At age three,
Mozart was composing while Troup was playing on
the linoleum. At age seven, Mozart and family
began a three year tour through western Europe and
England. At about the same age the Troup family
traveled from North Dakota to Minneapolis. While
Mozart was visiting palaces and appearing before
royalty, Troup was getting into trouble with
street gangs in Minneapolis and breaking his
leg. Well, I could go on but actually this paper
was not so much a Mozart paper as it was a
delightful sequel to Doctor Troup's last previous
paper about his childhood didoes in Minneapoli~.
The thing that I remember most about that prev1ous
paper was the morning delivery of bagels attached
by a string to the doorknob, with Stanley's.
.
responsibility being to get up early and br1ng 1n
the bagels before they were stolen. I always
wondered why, if the Troups feared the would be
stolen, the delivery man was not instructed to put
lox on the bagels.

With his great love for Mozart, it must have
been Stanley Troup who, some years ago, visited
the grave in the small village near Salzburg where
Mozart is buried and was astonished to hear,
coming from the grave, what appeared to be the
notes of a well-known sonata but played
backwards. The visitor was greatly alarmed until
the village music master told him not to worry, it
was just the maestro decomposing.
Since sequels seem to have become quite
popular with our members, it is to be hoped that
we will have the pleasure of more Troup boyhood
reminiscences. Reading time: 40 minutes.
Prior to the reading of the paper, the
president announced the death of Associate member
Alister Cameron.
Respectfully submitted,

I
I

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
December 14, 1987
President Peck presided.
guests.

I

I

54 members, 3

The paper for the evening was by Oliver Gale
and ran true to his recent form. As Muff recedes
gracefully into the twilight of his active career,
he has begun to fantasize and to embody his
fantasies in literary club papers having a
consistent theme: aging male encounters younger,
attractive female; male is smitten; shy courtship
follows; and climactic bedroom scene occurs. As
the high point of this scenario approaches,
literary club members feel an urge to stand up and
shout "Go get her, Ollie, win one for the
zipper". This evening's paper fell into this
general classification, together with the unusual
twists of plot which are the Gale hallmark. On a
plane to London, Ollie found himself seated next
to a very attractive black lass from South
Africa. Tentative conversational efforts had just
about established their backgrounds when the plane
was taken over by black terrorists and (you might
have known, Agatha) the girl was of their group.
In fact, she was the leader. The terrorists
diverted the flight to a Caribbean island. Until
they got there Mr. Gale, who is apparently
fearless, enjoyed the feeling of being kidnapped
by a perfectly gorgeous terrorist who held a
pistol in her lap and discussed her rationale for
terrorism. When the passengers had all
disembarked onto the deserted island, the plane
was found to have been damaged in landing and,
while repairs were undertaken, one the captors
discovered the tracks of a wild pig. A pig hunt
followed; two pigs were caught and barbecued; and
captors and captees became great friend~, a.
consummation helped no end by the plane s l1quor
supply which was drained to the last ounce. There
was a feeling of bonhommie. All constraint was
gone. The tropic night quickly fell and everybody
slept an easy sleep. All save Angelea and Muff

who - well these minutes don't hav~ to report
everything and they will simply report that the
Zipper won another one. The next day the plane
was repaired and took off. It is assumed that the
passengers were eventually rescued as one bemused
geezer lived to tell us the story and even to
rationalize a kind word for terrorists - some
terrorists, that is.
Reading time;

36 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary
i .
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MINUTES OF MEETING
December 21, 1987
President Peck presided over 60 members and 4
guests.
This was the annual Holiday Celebration and,
on their arrival, the members were greeted by the
melodious notes of a musical trio playing Vivaldi
and Telemon. Ironic because you couldn't tell a
man in the group no matter how hard you looked for
the musicians were all females. Your secretary
has commented before about these permissive
trustees deliberately abetting the intrusive
female presence at these holiday meetings. How
ill named are the trustees!
Trustee Newstedt read a paper titled "Dr.
Mulliner Keeps Abreast of the Times" in which he
had great fun playing on words and did it quite
dextrously. The protagonist was one Gail
Tenterhooks who was employed as a photographer for
a research project at Utah State University. The
project was known as a biochemical analysis of
breast motion while jogging. The professor in
charge was Adele Willbyon and Tenterhooks promptly
fell for her as she was a very paradigm of the
features that a beautious young lady should
have. Tenterhooks took more than a professional
interest in the breast motions of his photographic
subjects and this did not endear him to Adele but
the romance came to fruition under a startling
circumstance, which I will not repeat here, and
Adele Willbyon became Adele Willbyon
Tenterhooks. Doctor Newstedt apologized to P.G.
Wodehouse for the style of his tale but he needn't
have. Bertie would have loved it, although Jeeves
would have frowned. Thanks for the mammaries,
Roger.
The next paper was by Trustee Curry and was an
instructive lesson in how not to get to Santa
Fe. The first problem is that one cannot fly
directly to Santa Fe as this metropolis has no

airport. One flies to Albuerque if the airlines
cooperate. They don't, for Curry. Do not start
by taking American Airlines out of Chicago. The
flight will be cancelled as soon as you arrive in
Chicago. Next, do not rebook on United via Denver
for United 'ill lie to you about when its planes
are leaving or whether they will leave at all. If
you eventually get to Denver on some other
airline, don't do it when your bags have been
checked through to Albuquerque. It is
uncomfortable sleeping in your skivvies without a
toothbrush in the morning. Herb's entire
experience was so horrendous that it makes a chap
wonder whether opera in Santa Fe is worth so much
harrassment, particularly when there is so much
fine opera in Cincinnati.
The final paper was by Trustee Vilter and was
appropriate for the season because it recalled·
Christmas in the Vilter home when Dick was five
years old. On Christmas Eve Santa came on
schedule, smelling of Uncle Charlie's brand of
cigar. The presents were exciting and Dick still
remembers them in detail, although his memory may
have merged several Christmases into one.
Christmas day meant the great Christmas dinner
with all the family: turkey, ham, cheese,
Graeter's ice cream and kuchen. After dinner,
there were more presents. It was such fun when we
all believed in Santa Claus.
After the papers, Noels were sung. The
pianist, Bob Kalthoff, performed in a professional
manner. The singers retained their amateur
status. Turkey and other comestibles followed.
Reading time for the papers:

45 minutes.

Respectfully submitted,

Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
December 28, 1987
President Peck presided.
guests.

33 members, 8

Alexander Stolley was the budget master for
this evening. The first paper, titled "Who's In
Charge Here, Anyhow?" was by one who identifies
himself only as GGC. This was a tale of a Black
Angus steer who was special. "03" was his number
or name and he was bought in the spring to be fed
on grass in the summer, fattened on corn in the
fall and then butchered. But 03 was not your
average run of the pasture steer. He had soul, he
obeyed, he was a leader for the other cattle.
This was no bum steer and he became a family
pet. But the time came when he had to be trucked
off to the abattoir. By this time he weighed 1200
pounds. One night the men came with the truck to
take him away, but 03 refused to go up into the
truck. He liked it where he was and had no desire
to explore the rest of the world. Perhaps he was
suspicious, because he had always obeyed before.
All the usual ruses were employed but they did not
work. 03 was polite but stubborn. As a last
resort an electric prod was used again and
again. Finally 03, of his own volition, decided
to get into the truck but he was too big, he
couldn't fit. So he backed down, lay on the
ground all through the night's snow storm and in
the morning was dead. GGC's ten year old daughter
looked him in the eye and asked "Why didn't you
stop this sooner?" There were several answers but
the main reason was that the system had been set
in motion. This leads GGC to ask "Who's in
charge, the system or us?"
The next paper had to do with "Crepes Suzettes
and Hamburgers" and was by Kernel Huvos. As one
might guess, the theme of the paper was the
. .
contrast between French and American food. Th1s
theme was developed through the eyes, stomachs and
pens of French writers who have visited the United

States. As one might also guess, the verdict is
solidly in favor of the French cuisine. First we
hear from George Duhamel who believes that in
America machines have contaminated food and that
even the most elementary foodstuffs have an
aftertaste of industrial waste and that eating has
become a mere act of salivation, mastication,
deglutition, digestion and elimination. I suppose
that they don't do any of those things in
France. Then there is Simone de Beauvoir who
objects to the American frozen meats and fish,
homogenized milk, canned fruits and vegetables and
artificial chocolate. She grew quite fond of
American whiskey, however. Andre Maurois is
kinder, reserving his distaste only for American
salads. Jules Remains had a good word for
American ice cream and even felt that in time
American wines might develop into something
passable. In the end they all agree that there is
only one people that know how to prepare food
properly. It isn't the Eskimos.
In the third paper CBS News took a look at our
Literary Club and found it reactionary. So
reactionary that it justified a special program in
which the president of NOW appeared and stated in
strident tones that our Literary Club is the most
extreme chauvinistic organization in America and
it has got to be eliminated. Even Gorbachev was
interviewed and he claimed that our club is a
direct copy of the infamous Literary Society of
Boobsk which was born in Russia 140 years ago and
still exists today underground. Hugh Hefner,
Margaret Thatcher, Tammy and Jimmy, and Admiral
Poindexter all added their pithy comments. The
problem is, that with this expose by CBS, all the
world now knows of our masculine exclusivity and
public opinion will require us to reform. How to
reform" Well, Alex Stolley, who wrote this paper,
suggests a new organization to be known as WALCOC
- women's Auxiliary of the Literary Club of
Cincinnati.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
January 4, 1988
President Peck presided.

'

'

51 members.

Because of the absence of the scheduled
reader, the Secretary was pressed into service on
an emergency basis and the best that can be said
about his paper was that it was a farce. The
paper purported to be "The True Relation of
Arthur" but the Arthur, who was the central figure
of the paper, bore little relation to the
panoplied king of medieval romance, with his
Camelot, Round Table and valorous knights.
Lancelot, Percival, Aggrivaine, Bedivere and Kay
came out sounding like Lunchalot, Persiflage,
Aggrivate, Bendanear and Gay. Perhaps this was
because of the unintelligible Scottish dialect
with which the paper was thickly larded. Whatever
the reason, these characters would have been more
at home in the Boar's Head Tavern with Falstaff,
Bardolph and Pistol than at Camelot with Arthur.
During the course of the paper the author
alienated practically everyone in the audience by
making snide remarks about the Irish, the Welsh
and the Germans. It was noted that Bill Sullivan,
Frank Davis and Hans Zimmer were visibly upset
and, when the author began to take swipes at the
Scots, Bruce Petrie had to be restrained from
leaving the room. This is the sort of thing that
happens when substitutes are brought in at the
last minute and it is to be hoped that the Clerk
and President will take special pains to see that
it doesn't happen again.
Reading time;

about 41 minutes.

At the business meeting which followed the
paper Dennis Puhalla was admitted to membership.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
January 11, 1988
President Peck presided.
guest.

I

I

48 members, 1

Gordon Christenson's paper had the title
"Amen, William Howard". In it he tells us of the
"House of Truth" on 19th Street in Washington
where resided, from time to time, Winfred Denison,
Felix Frankfurter, Lord Eustace Percy and Walter
Lippman. These were the late Taft and early
Wilson years. If there was a common political
bond between these young sojourners in the House
of Truth it was a dislike of President Taft's
stand-pat conservatism, as they saw it. Many of
those who sojourned in the House of Truth were
later active in the founding of the New Republic·
magazine and in contributing to it. It comes as
no surprise, therefore, that William Howard Taft
was a favorite target of the magazine. Lippman
and Frankfurter portrayed him as the symbol of the
old, passe order, a champion of property rights,
big business and free contract - and of second
rank intellectually. This characterization is
still current with many in America but Gordon
Christenson paints another Taft, one who had a
latent sense of humor and who enjoyed the
companionship of others. A Taft who never wanted
to be President, one who did want to be Chief
Justice but who turned down the appointment twice
because he had not yet finished the work at
hand. Taft's goals were peace-keeping at home and
abroad; a concept of fundamental law that
protected both private property and personal
liberty from all forms of unjust government
interference. He had an abhorrence of violence
from the right or the left. After Taft retired as
Chief Justice, Cardozo replaced Holmes on the
court, and Frankfurter and Douglas then were
appointed. It seemed as if the House of Truth had
moved from 19th Street to the Supreme Court. By
then, however, Taft was buried in Arlington
National Cemetery, the first President so
honored. Amen, William Howard.

Reading time:

35

minutes~

Respectfully submitted,

Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
January 18, 1988
President Peck presided.
guests.

46 members, 3

George Rieveschl read a paper which was
written by Louis Nippert. The title was
"Westwood, Ho" which immediately brings us to the
subject of the paper - the Cincinnati suburb of
Westwood where Lou spent the first thirty years of
his life. In this paper Lou recounts events and
happenings of that period with the stated
preliminary hope that he will divert us. And
divert us he did. Lou recalls the time that
Buffalo Bill, Annie Oakley and 74 Indians all came
to town on the very same day and how thrilled he
was with the show. Then there were the farmers
who would bring their produce to market and be
relieved of their profits by highwaymen while they
were making the long pull homeward up Harrison
Pike or Lick Run. Those illegal activities were
revived by George Remus' minions in prohibition
times. More lawful but sometimes equally wild
action occurred when the cattle droves or turkey
droves came up Colerain Pike or Harrison Pike on
their way to the Mill Creek abbatoirs. This is
why there was a roadhouse or inn spaced about
every mile on this route. Another form of
transportation was the narrow gauge railway
running from Brighton to Cheviot which was built
by the Werk family and later merged into the
street railway system when that came along. This
railway line had a tremendous influence on the
development of westwood, Cheviot and Green
Township. There were also, of course, the village
characters. Old Sam Slick who collected
dandelions, cress and other herbs. The early
shoemaker who advised customers who complained
that his shoes were too tight or too big, to walk
in the creek and the shoes would soon fit. Also
there was Glashien, the professional drunk, who
would periodically come around for a handout at
the home of Lou's grandfather, James N. Gamble.

This Gamble house on Werk Road, in Lou's words,
had "all the basic requirements for living" cows, chickens, garden, ice house and a fine
stable of horses. Every day Mr. Gamble would ride
one of these horses down Harrison Pike to the soap
factory on Central Avenue.
Lou's delightful reminiscences of the scene
west of Mill Creek in the late eighteen-seventies
and early eighties deserve a wider audience.
Perhaps the Historical Society Bulletin.
Reading time:

28 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
January 25, 1988
President Peck presided.
guests.

32 members, 2

Roger Newstedt had the paper and it was all
about gypsies. Not very long ago Ethan Stanley
had a paper and it was all about gypsies, too.
Now, this is all right. I, for example, propose
to continue writing about Arthur until the subject
- or this audience - is exhausted. But what is
not all right is one of Dr. Newstedt's opening
remarks in which he describes the Williamsons, of
local notoriety, as a "Scottish-American gypsy
band descended from a Highland tinker". ·Although
there were gypsies in the Highlands - Sir Walter
Scott and others have written about them - they
were in no sense Scottish and did not intermarry
with the Scots. In fact, as Roger later points
out in his paper, inter-marriage was taboo.
Having laid to rest this Scottish heresy, the
Secretary hastens to say that the balance of the
paper was of scholarly character and
fascinating. Roger first points out that it now
seems to be well established that the gypsies
originated in the region of the Punjab in India.
During the Middle Ages they spread through Europe
and became noted, or notorious, for their
lucrative practice of fortune telling, almost
always accompanied by petty thievery. They have
proven themselves adaptable to every environment
in which they have found themselves. Currently in
the United States their adaptability is indicated
by the east with which they are able to obtain
public assistance. Their religious faith is
intense, as is the manner in which they cling to
all their old customs. Their religion is
monotheistic, although they superficially adopt
the religious customs of whatever community in
which they find themselves. The gypsy concept of
medical treatment involves a strong does of
demonology augmented by much herbal folk treatment
but at times of crisis they will seek out the best

physician available. During the six weeks after
death the gypsy must pay back all ill-gotten gains
from non-gypsies but Dr. Newstedt fails to explain
how this is accomplished.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
February 1, 1988
President Peck presided. There were 48
members and 4 guests present.
The paper, which was by Walter Langsam and
entitled "A Bower of Roses in Siberia" was a
relation of the history of Elmwood Hall. What and
where is Elmwood Hall, you ask? Well, for one
thing, it is Walter Langsam's home. For another,
it is located in Ludlow, Kentucky, and its history
goes back to 1820 when it was built by Thomas D.
Carneal on an 800 acre plantation which he had
acquired in that area. Carneal did not live in it
long, however, for in 1827 he sold it to William
Bullock, an Englishman who was on a steamboat tour
through the States when he saw Elmwood Hall and
could not rest until he had purchased it. Walter
quotes at length from Bullock's Journal of his
travels through the Western States of North
America in order to describe how Elmwood Hall
looked in the 1820s. Bullock wanted to build a
model town on this extensive acreage but the
scheme did not succeed and between 1831 and 1836
he sold the estate to Israel Ludlow and returned
to England. He seems, however, to have remodeled
the entrance hall during his ownership. He also
was one of the few people that Mrs. Trollope found
congenial during her embittered years in
Cincinnati. As the nineteenth century passed on,
the town of Ludlow emerged around the house.
During this time the house had a number of owners
and a number of changes were made in the
exterior. However, today the interior rooms
remain basically intact and provide an appropriate
setting for the innumerable objects of art and
Victoriana with which Walter had filled them.
At the following business meeting John D.
Caldwell, John L. Campbell and Robert J. Watkins
were elected to membership in the club.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
February 8, 1988
President Peck presided.
guests.

57

members, 2

Preceding the reading of the paper, Eugene
Mihaly read an eloquent memorial to Alister
Cameron. The reader for the evening was Robert
Taft, Jr. and the title for his paper was "Run,
Babbitt, Run". While this paper was being read in
Cincinnati, Ohio, almost 2500 precinct level
caucuses were meeting in Iowa for the purpose of
expressing that state's preferences for .
presidential candidates. Bob Taft briefly
reviewed the strengths and weaknesses of each of
the candidates and predicted that the Republican
candidate is likely to evolve some time before the
Republican convention in New Orleans in August
but, since there are so many Democratic
candidates, none with any apparent widely-based
support, Democratic convention is likely to be a
brokered one with none of the present aspirants
being the ultimate choice of the party. However,
Bob Taft's main concern in this paper was not the
individuals in 1988 who seek to become President
of the United States but the system that has
developed for choosing them. Some states have
caucuses, some have party conventions, some have
primaries. For reasons of momentum, money-raising
impact and national media coverage, these events
have assumed enormous importance. Yet less than
10 percent of the voters participated in Iowa's
1980 caucuses. He urges that, after the 1988
general election, there should be an attempt by
legislation to shorten election campaigns,
decrease cost, alleviate candidate exhaustion,
clarify issues and restore 7onfidence.in th~
nominating process. Select1ng a pres1dent 1s too
important to be left any longer to cash.
Reading time:

42 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

ALISTER CAMERON
(1904-1987)
In one of his Literary Club papers devoted to
a biographical sketch of Socrates--the subject of
a number of his essays--Alister Cameron (Hamish to
his many friends) wrote:
I have been bitten in the heart and mind ••• by
Socrates's philosophy, which clings like an
adder to any gifted mind it can get hold
of ••••
From his early years, Hamish had a love affair
with Socrates. This Greek of classical antiquity
was perceived by Alister Cameron as the
paradigmatic hero, as the embodiment of virtue and
of the ideal life, of a determined, ceaseless
quest--whatever the price--for truth. Socrates,
in the mind's eye of Hamish, was the idealistic
intellectual hounded and persecuted by a knownothing, McCarthy-like mob of ancient Athens; a
martyr to the life of reason, integrity, human
dignity and freedom.
Recent revisionist scholarship which portrays
Socrates in less flattering colors would
undoubtedly have been dismissed by Hamish as one
more symptom of a contemporary resurgence of the
ever-hovering, virulent reactionary menace.
Be that as it may, Hamish, appropriated,
internalized Socrates and his maieutic method.
They affected and shaped his manner--his total
personality; and most of all, his life's vocation
which he saw as a privilege and a joy--his
teaching.
His devotion to the master Sophist (who
spurned that title) was apparent in the gentleness
of Hamish's speech; in the way his statements
invariably ended with a disarming, upward
inflection, as if to say, "perhaps?" "I do not
intend to impose;" "I am only probing, exploring,

questioning." But the adulation of his Master was
most apparent in Hamish's pedagogy. A
distinguished colleague, Professor Carl Trahman,
wrote on the occasion of Hamish's retirement:
Alister Cameron's adroit use of the
Socratic method has led generations of
students to consideration of fundamental
questions, and cleared the air of much that
was pompous and pretentious. His buoyant
spirit and joie de vivre have made his classes
enjoyable as well as stimulating ••• his
students remarked not only on his academic
competence but also on his singular charm·.
But Hamish was not only a devotee of
Socrates. He was also a Scotsman--a Scotsman
tempered and .mellowed by an America he embraced
and loved. Picture a cerebral Socrates endowed
with the mischievous, roguish twinkle of a Scot;
the virile charm and sensitivity with which many
of Scottish ancestry are endowed, and you glimpse
the likeness of Alister Cameron.
Throughout his adult life, Hamish was a
brilliant and devoted scholar and teacher. But he
was anything but a pedant. His impeccable
scholarship was enlivened by a modest, even selfdeprecatory chuckle. He brought humaneness to the
humanities. Though very much of the Scottish clan
in which he took inordinate pride, he saw himself-not as others saw him, which was usually in
superlatives--but with modest, unadorned selfinsight--in perspective. He had that rare ability
to direct his humor at himself.
Hamish was a most appealing, charming, and
delightful friend and companion. He had a
sensitive palate for vintage wine, aged bourbon,
and gourmet food. He delighted in.the company of
beautiful women, and they adored h1m. He was an
afficionado of music, of art, and of the theater-whose special delight wa~ good tal~ and being a
gracious, warm host to h1s many fr1ends. But
above all, he was a profoundly caring, involved
human being.

Alister Cameron was born in Glasgow, Scotland
i~ 1904. At the age of eight, he was brought by '
h1s parents to Albany, New York. Hamish pursued
his undergraduate studies at Union College,
Schenectady, New York (1926) and graduate work at
the University of Glasgow, Princeton, and
Columbia, where he earned his Ph.D. in 1938. He
taught Greek Literature and Philosophy at St.
John's College, Union College, and from 1935-46 at
Bryn Mawr. In 1944-46 he served as a counterintelligence officer in the Office of Strategic
Services. He joined the Department of Classics of
the University of Cincinnati in 1946 as Professor
of Greek Literature and Philosophy. Alister
served as acting head of the Classics Department
1957-59, and in 1959-60 as president of the
Cincinnati chapter of the AAUP, an especially
critical period for the organization.
Hamish was married to Elizabeth Moore (Puggy),
a distinguished scholar in her own right, formerly
a professor of history at Bryn Mawr. Their union
was blessed with a beautiful and gifted daughter,
Elizabeth Stark (now Mrs. Michael ward). The
Camerons were for many years active in cultural
and civic affairs. Hamish was president of the
Contemporary Art Society (1950-52). He played a
leading role in the successful effort to ensure
that the LaSalle Quartet would remain at the
University, and together with his wife was among
the founders of the Horace Stewart Memorial
Children's Concerts, which introduced thousands of
school children to the delights of chamber music.
Hamish's publications were mostly in the areas
of Greek tragedy and philosophy. In a leng~hy
review in the New York Review of Books of h1s work
on Sophocles's Oedipus Tyrannus (The Identity of
Oedipus the King), the reviewer wrote:
•••• almost everything he says throws light on
the actual play. He writes with care, but
also with the richness which comes only after
years of familiarity with the topic.
I
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Two scenes come vividly to mind when I think
of Hamish:

I

I

One is a delightful New Year's eve spent in
good intellectual skirmishing (with two
psychiatrists present--of course); good drink,
good talk, lovely ladies, and Hamish standing in
front of the glowing fireplace, gently and
amusedly countering the psychiatrists' over-eager,
insistent stilleto thrusts. ~he evening
progresses• It is after midnight. The liquor
freely flows, and at one point, Hamish ever so
slowly keels over out cold, a beatific smile still
on his face. My wife and I drove him and Puggy
home about 3 in the morning. There was a heavy
snow that night. And as Hamish, now apparently
recovered, stepped out of the car, he disappeared
into that pure, virginal accumulation. We managed
somehow to get him into the house, where Hamish,
characteristically, insisted that we have a
nightcap. He finally allowed himself to be
carried up the stairs and be put to bed--a
childlike innocent, blissfully at peace in the
arms of Morpheus.
The second is a cold, blustery morning before
dawn. The phone rings. It is a call from
Hamish. He forgot to pick up the publicity
brochures of his favorite Charter candidate, which
he would distribute at the polls. After a few
minutes, the bell rings--Hamish trembling and
almost frostbitten collects the publicity
material. Five hours later when I passed the
polling place, Hamish, now almost an icicle, still
resolutely on watch, doing his duty as he saw
it. Hamish cared •.
The ancient talmudic Sages suggest: "Whenever
students repeat the teachings of a de?eased .
scholar, his lips gently move." If th1s poet1c
insight touches reality, Hamish's lips move often
with delight as his many devoted disciples quote
their beloved teacher. His lips, I am certain,
gently moved tonight.

His place at the Literary Club is empty.
is and shall be missed.

He

Written for and read at the
Literary Club, Monday, February 8, 1988
by Eugene Mihaly

Memorial Committee:
Charles Aring
Edward Merkel
Eugene Mihaly, Chairman
We gratefully acknowledge the wonderful help of
Elizabeth Stark Ward, Betty Ames, and Carl
Trahman.
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 15, 1988
President Peck presided.
guests.

48 members, 3

"Even Stephen" was the title of Alan Vogeler's
paper and the "Stephen" was Stephen Vincent
Benet. Scion of a remarkable literary family,
Stephen won two Pulitzer prizes, his brother won
one and his sister was famous as a poet, author
a~d biographer.
Stephen began serious writing in
h1s early teens; at fourteen won a poetry prize;
and at fifteen sold a poem to the New Republic
Magazine. College should have been a breeze; one
would have thought, but he flunked his entrance
exams. However, he took them again, passed, and,
during his four years at Yale, became the mainstay
of the Yale Literary Magazine. Mr. Vogeler says
that, while in Yale Graduate School, Benet
composed an acting version of Marlowe's
Tamburlaine the Great. This puzzles me as I
thought that Marlowe had already done that but,
doubtless, Alan will straighten me out. After
leaving Yale Graduate School, Benet married and
supported his bride with the proceeds from a
series of short stores and novels which were both
artistic and financial successes. Despite this,
he hoped to be remembered best as a poet (so did
Shakespeare) and Alan quotes from several of his
poems to illustrate Benet's style. As we all
know, Benet's most famous poem was "John Brown's
Body" and Alan describes interestingly the
development of the poem and the enthusiastic
reception this more than 300 pages of narrative
poetry had on its publication. Some of us,
however, are of the opinion that the short story,
"The Devil and Daniel Webster", was the real
magnum opus of Benet's career and Alan Vogeler
pays proper respect to this work also. But no man
is immortal and "even Stephen, he must go" and go
he did in 1943 at the age of forty-four.
Actually, all of us are immortal because no one of
us will know when he is dead.

Reading time:

43 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
February 22, 1988
President Peck presided.
guests.

52 members, s

This evening there came with a paper one
Robert Norrish, a hirsute quinquegenerian making
his maiden effort as a Literary Club writer. He
is one of the new breed of Literary Club
m~mbers.
The old breed, for a first paper, would
g1ve us an essay or possibly a war reminiscence or
a travelogue. Sort of feeling the temperature of
the water, as it were. The new breed, however,
plunges right in with a big splash. Bob Norrish's
plunge was an "Apologia Pro Vita Sua" and he
couched it in the form of a letter to his
mother. Guilt-ridden as a scape goat, Bob Norrish
reviews his life, mainly the crises, let-downs and
hardships of his youth. His principal trauma,
though, is the cancer which attacked him not too
long ago and not long after his mother's serious
illness and placement in a rest home. was that
the pressure that triggered the cancer? This
question leads him to review the influences which
his parents had on him in his formative years.
They passed on to him the standards of their
parents and he is supposed to pass these standards
on to his kids, right? Wrong, says Bob. The
Norrish parents went through the depression and
instilled in Bob an ever-present fear that he
should not enjoy life too much for bad news is
always coming. 'All this attitude achieves is
anxiety, psychological depression and compulsion
to keep moving up in the world, like leaving the
Presbyterian church to become an Episcopalian. If
that was Mom's doing, then she does have a lot to
answer for. Well, Bob isn't really blaming his
mother for all of his problems. Poor soul, she
isn't alive to defend herself, anyway. It's just
all those guilt feelings that puzzle him. I am
sure he knows that he received more Norrishment
from his parents than this paper indicates. This
was an unusual paper and we need more papers that
are different and explore new themes •
.Reading time:

40 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 29, 1988
I.
i

President Peck presided. 50 members, 1
9ues~s •. The.guest was ~ordon, Lord Parry, who was
1n C1nc1nnat1 to have h1gh tea with certain select
citizens of our community.
William A. Sullivan had the budget this
evening and he led off with a paper titled
"Chattanooga Choo-Choo" written by Robert
Hilton. The Cincinnati Southern Railway runs from
here to Chattanooga and is the only municipally
owned railroad in the United States. Since city
councilmen don't know how to run railroads, the
line is leased to the Norfolk Southern Corporation
which does know how to run railroads and also how
to juggle accounting procedures so that the
minimum rent is paid to the City of Cincinnati.
This paper describes the travails of the anonymous
- only slightly anonymous - trustee of the
Cincinnati Southern Railway who had to battle not
only the lessee railroad in order to obtain for
the city the rents properly due it but also to
confront a set of former trustees who displayed
great reluctance in giving up their offices. Our
anonymous trustee and his colleagues were
successful in both battles and were presented keys
to the city plus a somewhat inadequate cash
payment for their services. Both political
parties suggested that a rake-off to the party
would be appropriate. Our anonymous trustee
indignantly declined and now wonders why his
reappointment has not come through.
The second paper was about some fellow named
Albert whose wurtemberger grandfather left Europe
and settled in a little town called Poland in
northern Ohio. He had left Wurtemberg hastily;
always seemed to have plenty of money; was
surrounded by an aura of mystery; and.died an
apparent suicide. Many years later h1s greatgranddaughter planned a theatrical production in
his house based on his death. Albert planned to

watch the show; arrived early; saw a fascinating
enactment of the discover of the Wurtemberg royal
seal under the fireplace mantel and the accidental
killing of his grandfather by an agent of the
Wurtemberg government. Then the greatgranddaughter appeared and told Albert that the
cast was not ready to start the show. So what did
Albert see? Only Alfred Hitchcock and Rollin
workman know.
The final paper was by the reader and started
as a recantation of a former paper in which Bill
Sullivan went to some lengths to tell us that
growing old wasn't all that bad. But then he
quickly switched over to listing his heart-felt
objections to a recent article in the Enquirer on
the subject of men who work for women. The theme
of this article was that the woman boss should be
treated like a man. Bill Sullivan, who admits he
has never worked for a woman, disagrees
strongly. Being a boss doesn't make a woman any
less a woman, he says. Men and women are
different. They are not equal. They compliment
one another. Both men and women are better off if
men treat women with special respect.
Reading time:

45 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
March 7, 1988
President Peck presided.
guests.

l'
'
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54 members and 3

Hans Zimmer fell to musing one day about the
h~mecomings in his li~e and g?t the idea that they
m1ght make a good top1c for h1s next Literary Club
paper. He was right. When World War I ended,
Hans was in a German hospital recovering from
pneumonia. The hospital authorities tried to
surrender their charges to the Americans but found
that they were in an area designated as a Russian
occupation zone. When the Russians came, they
marched 200 of the Germans to a Russian camp where
they separated eight of the presumably most ill
and then marched these right off into the woods
where they were set free to do the best that they
could for themselves. These eight, including our
Hans, then started out on a 150 km. trek to
Berlin. At Torgau they found the bridge held by
the Soviets and they had no papers to identify
themselves as releases prisoners of war. At this
point a tactical dispute arose among the eight and
the group split up. Four of them, including Hans,
asked for permission to cross the bridge and,
amazingly, were granted it along with a written
pass or permit. Further along the way the group
was robbed of all of its clothes except for
underwear and once again decided to split up and
left Hans alone. So, two weeks later he hopped a
freighter and made it to Berlin and a happy
reunion with his startled mother. That was
homecoming number one. Last summer Hans und frau
attended the annual meeting of the German Chemical
Society in Berlin and that was to be homecoming
number two but somehow things in Berlin had
changed, many of them vulgarized, and it was not
until the next to last evening of the visit, when
Hans went to a concert of the Berlin Philharmonic
that he felt that he was coming home again.

These minutes cannot adequately depict the
hardships, the dangers and the horrors of that 150
km. trek from the hospital to Berlin but they can
be summarized by saying that the other seven of
the eight man party were never heard of again. We
are fortunate to have Hans Zimmer with us.
Reading time:

50 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
March 14, 1988
President Peck presided.
guests.

52 members,

s

The paper was by Frank Davis, sometimes known
as Chicken Little, and the title was "The Agenbite
of Inuit" which Mr. Davis explains as some sort of
a quadrivial Joycean pun. I didn't get it but
then puns are beyond my comprehension. The Inuit
are Eskimos and the ones Frank knew lived on Attu
Island where Frank also sojourned for a time as a
guest of the United States Air Force. The Inuit
are cousins to the Aleuts and some of them were
attached to Frank's squadron. How did these
tribes get to Attu Island and Alaska? They came
over from Asia, perhaps when the Bering Strait was
land, perhaps later in their skin boats called
uniaks. They are not Indians and, indeed, came to
this continent after the Indians and their
languages have no similarities. At this point
Frank's paper interjects a learned discussion of
the evolution from Homo Sapiens Neanderthalis to
Homo Sapiens Sapiens which one tends to accept as
revealed truth because we have noticed that Frank
himself has evolved from his earlier stage of Horne
Erectus (that stage is now over) to his present
condition of Homo Sapiens. Once on this
continent, the eskimos spread from Alaska to
Greenland. They have been innovative and
adaptable in an unfriendly climate and so have
survived. They have also survived the white man's
inventions, such as the rifle and the snowmobile,
which have not always been as beneficial as might
have been thought. The white man's religion has
also come to the Eskimo, replacing shamanism, to
Mr. Davis' regret as he much wanted to see a
shaman in action. Then, too, the white man's
money has come to the Eskimos in large quantities
for, when the pipeline went in, they received
$962,000,000 plus 44 million acres of land. How
will all this wealth be used? For hospitals,
roads, housing, water and sewers, or shall it be

used to protect the environment? Chicken Little
has to admit that the question has no simplistic
answer and the Eskimos themselves are divided on
the issue. In his puzzlement, our author turns to
poetry and chants a story about a quest of the
American soldiers in Attu to find the mysterious
moonstone. If found, they will all be rich. In
the dark they search and, then, there they are,
glowing in the sand. Back at the camp and in the
light of electricity, the moonstones reveal
themselves as dull pebbles. Thus a fortune has
evaporated. Will the Eskimos new found fortune so
evaporate? If so, it will be just another
instance of agenbite of Inuit.
Reading time:

30 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

!.

MINUTES OF MEETING
March 21, 1988
President Peck presided.
guests.

47 members, 2

It i~ the.year 201? and it is the day after
the pres1dent1al elect1on. The Republican
president has just been re-elected for a fifth
term by an overwhelming majority. Even the new
states of Puerto Rico, Cuba and Nicaragua have
backed the incumbent by better than three to one
margins. (This paper is not a fantasy, it is a
chimera). The president, as is his custom after
every election, has asked for the resignations· of
his cabinet officers. One by one the president
and his chief of staff review these .
resignations. The Secretary of State has used her
office as a license to be uniformly nasty and has
built an empire at Foggy Bottom but, on the other
hand, she is the only Secretary of State who has
been able to smack down the German chancellor and
the Israeli prime minister and make them like
it. The prexy and his Chief agree that this
female dragon is their kind of person and so they
refuse the resignation and keep her on for her
fifth term as well as theirs. As for the
Secretary of Treasury, William Howard Harrison,
he's strong and tough but not enough to put across
the president's tax program of letting people keep
what they earn while they live and then the
government takes it back when they die, so he
goes, to be replaced by a man named Rockefeller.
Then, there's the Secretary of Defense. He's done
a great job of reworking the services as, for
example, getting the Navy to tow icebergs from the
Antartic to the Gulf to irrigate the Green Belt.
However, he's tired so his resignation is
accepted. Next is the Attorney General, a black,
female Democrat who refers to the death penalty as
societal amputation. She's for it. Her .
resignation is not accepted. Then, there ls.the
Interior Department headed by Juan Carlos Ru1z,
the last president of Nicaragua before its

statehood. He's a keeper. As for Agriculture and
Energy, the Secretary is Henry Calhoun and he has
gotten half the vehicles in the country running on
alcohol, so any action that the Arabs take is
·
becoming less and less important. He's a keeper,
too. Finally, there is the Secretary of Commerce,
Labor and Education whose program of having the
Business-Labor Council set educational standards
is working, so he stays, too. As the meeting
ends, the General Chairman of the Politbureau
comes on the hot line to advise that his
government is accepting the American proposal for
arms control and the President, with a happy sigh,
exclaims "Common Sense in the Third Century Has
Prevailed" which is the title of this clever ·
paper. I cannot end these minutes without
remarking that there are hints throughout this
paper that the President is a tall, dark
Republican from Cincinnati. The author of the
paper is Kenneth Blackwell, a tall, dark
Cincinnati Republican.
Reading time:

40 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
March 28, 1988
President Peck presided.
guests.
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45 members, 6

It was budget night and Frank Mayfield, Jr.
had the responsibilities. The first paper was
about the return to Harlem of an oversized black
man named Moses who, at age 19, had been sentenced
to sixteen years in the Attica State Penitentiary
for murder. He was accompanied by a white man who
may have been the author of this paper. This was
the first time that Moses had been back to Harlem
and he took great pleasure in pointing out the
places of interest to his white friend; the
numberless fried chicken take-outs; the Adam
Clayton Powell, Jr. State Office Building (you
remember Adam Clayton Powell and his memorable
injunction "keep the baby, Faith"); and the Apollo
Theatre. The pair got on the subway and took the
train that Bernard Goetz had taken in 1984 when he
was intimidated by four black youths, all of whom
had criminal records either before or after this
incident or both. Moses and his friend stopped at
a fast food dispensary named "Pappa's Pizza" and,
over a pizza apiece, they discussed the societal
pressures that had caused the youths to try to mug
Goetz and had caused Goetz to gun them down.
Moses and his friend agreed that the case
symbolized a loss of respect for the law and that
there is a lessening of opportunity for young
people to develop and become good citizens.
The second paper, entitled "What's a Literary
Club For?", was by Charles Aring and outlined for
all of us, older members as well as new, the
traditions which have created the unique character
of this club. Papers are expected to have at
least a modicum of originality. Papers based on
one's occupation, travelogues and war experiences
are generally considered not to have that
modicum. Book reviews are infra dig~ These
Monday night meetings should be cons1dered an

ongoing post graduate education and papers should
be written with this in mind. Thus can be
accomplished what Charlie Aring considers perhaps
the most important function of the club: the
discouragement of senility by keeping the mind
active.

~ '

'i

The third paper, titled "The Three
Budgeteers", took us to a Cincinnati celebrating
its tri-centennial. In the intervening century
two other literary clubs had been formed, one for
women only. At the literary club three of .the
members had a wager as to whose paper would draw
the most applause. The theme of the first paper
was the decline of professional sports to
participation by faceless clones, all but
Wrigley's Chicago Cubs. When the Cubs won the
World Series, it was a reassuring victory for man
over the robot. The second paper chronicled the
outlawing of war through the efforts of a 21 year
old Ohio girl of Asian descent. The last paper
discussed the absolute necessity that a male
maintain a full and active sex life to the very
end in order to ward off senility. The roar of
applause that greeted this paper won the bet by a
wide margin.
Reading time:

35 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
April 4, 1988
President Peck presided.
guests.

55 members, 4

This evening there came one with a Jeremiad.
His name was Charles Aring and the title of his
lament was "Caveat Venditor". For any who may
have thought that the title should have been
"Caveat Vendor" I am happy to report that Charlie
knows his Latin. There is apparently no such
Latin word as "vendor". With that out of the way
let us examine the causes of Charlie's dolour. He
sees around him an increasing tendency to
interpret the whole sum of human life in terms of
the production, acquisition, and distribution of
wealth. This overwhelming preference for
materialism, he says, is an unrealistic philosophy
for the long haul. Materialism leads to
pollution, exploitation and debasement. The
ubiquitous cacophony of canned music, blaring out
wherever one rurns; litter underfoot everywhere;
mindless television creating mindless viewers; an
economic policy of inflation, deficit and debt;
forests dying from acid rain. These are a few of
Charlie's unfavorite things.

:.

Is there any hope? Somewhat surprisingly,
since this Jeremiad has been rather bitter,
Charles finds some hope in our youth. He finds
them farther along than he and his peers were at
their age. Children, he says, are far more of a
prime product than the usual statistics of the
GNP. His prescription for the body politic is a
considered respect for the possibilities of our
youth. Who can disagree with his premises?
Certainly not William wordsworth: "The.world is
too much with us;/ late and soon,/ gett1ng and
spending,/ we lay waste our powers/Little we see
in nature that is ours;/ we have given our hearts
away,; a sordid boon 1" As for Cha~le~'
conclusion, we can only hope that 1t 1s as valid
as his premises.

I

I
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Reading time:

30 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary
i'
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MINUTES OF MEETING
April 11, 1988
President Peck presided.
members, 1 guest.

Present were 43

Palmer's paper was read by Frank Davis
and t1tled "The Tales of Harrison". This started
out like one more paper on the glories of fishing
but the author was merely using his piscatorial
reminiscences as a vehicle to introduce his
protagonist, Harrison, fishing guide without .
equal. Harrison was well schooled in the habits
of the fish; could keep an outboard motor going;
and knew the territory. He had one fault,
though: he loved to talk and talk and talk.
Although this got on George's nerves from time to
time, he had to admit that Harrison was a born
story teller and had a gift for vivid metaphor.
This was strikingly illustrated one frosty October
evening when, after a satisfactory day on the
water, George and Harrison retired to the former's
cabin to break the seal on a bottle of Jack
Daniels and trade lies. George's lies, while
expressed in the "purty" nouns and adjectives that
impressed Harrison, suffered from the lack of
untrammeled imagination that characterized
Harrison's whoppers. There was Juan the Lover who
considered every woman he knew as fair game and
had bagged more than a few. Well, Juan got bit by
a rattlesnake in - what was for him - the most
important part of his anatomy. Fortunately,
Harrison was able to get Juan to a doctor in time
to save his life. Unfortunately, rattler's venom
causes serious tissue damage where the bite occurs
and a lot of skin sloughs off. In Juan's case the
bite was a real bad one and all of the most
important part of his anatomy sloughed off. And
.so Juan the Lover came to be known as Juanita the
Lonely.
G~orge

.' '

Then there was Leonard and the Miner Bird.
Leonard was a little, skinny, shy feller who had
no friends and nothing to do at the end of the day
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when work was over. One day he wandered into a
pet store, thinking that a pet might give him the
companionship that he needed. There behind the
counter was Hilda, six feet of blonde, glorious
womanhood. Leonard was love struck and Hilda, who
was probably having husband trouble, took Leonard
upstairs to see her rare, talking Miner Bird. It
was a warm summer day and both Leonard and Hilda
grew more than warm as they sat side by side on
the sofa and became well acquainted. Leonard was
learning things he had never imagined and was
becoming more enthusiastic every minute when the
Miner bird suddenly screeched "Hello, Walter" •.
Leonard jumped three feet and dived out the window
which was two stories up. Leonard's body
recovered but his soul didn't and he was next
heard of in Alaska where, someone had told him,
there weren't no women and very few men.
I

The applause for this paper was both manual
and vocal. Reading time: 30 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
April 18, 1988
President Peck presided.
guests.

.
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58 members, 4

Richard Vil ter 's paper "From Rags to Riches in
Fifty Years" was the story of a 1984 medical
conference at Riyadh, the capital of Saudi
Arabia. There were 3500 in attendance and the
logistics of taking care of this oversized
gathering were not handled with great dexterity.
Dick had been invited to address the congress and,
when he arrived, found that he was also to
moderate a panel discussion. This was
disconcerting but was only the first of many
disconcerting incidents. His hotel, for example,
had a beautiful swimming pool but Mrs. Vilter, or
any other woman, could not use it. Men and women
could not ride on the same bus. At the meeting
the translators could not hear the speakers and so
could not translate. Speakers could not see the
slide projection screen and so could not
coordinate their comments with the slides.
Shuttle buses, scheduled to operate every fifteen
minutes, sometimes took two hours to arrive. Not
everything was fouled up, however. The food
served to the conference attendees was outstanding
and the accommodations on the Saudi Airlines plane
were the best that Dick had ever had on a
flight. And when Dick learned that there are no
taxes in Saudi Arabia, he briefly considered
moving there.
In a larger sense, however, this paper was a
commentary on the efforts of a medieval state to
move into the twentieth century world. The
impeding factors are religious fundamentalism and
centuries old social customs. Cameras cannot be
used as the picture violates the Koran's stricture
against graven images. Yet portraits of the king
and the royal family are seen everywhere. Women
cannot wear moden clothes except in the presence
of other women or their husbands. A tribal,

nomadic society has difficulty adjustment to an
urban, commercial world. Yet, oil has brought
Saudi Arabia from rags to riches in fifty years
and, with the riches, there have come some social
changes. Twenty years ago there were no Saudi
physicians. Today half the Saudi medical students
are women. I guess this is good. At any rate, it
is certainly moving into the twentieth century.
The hospitals and their equipment are
outstanding. So, the evolution will come and the
Saudics are trying to make it come without the
social upheaval and political disaster that
occurred in Iran.
Reading time:

48 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary
I'
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MINUTES OF MEETING
April 25, 1988
President Peck presided.
guests.

54 members, 5

This turned out to be horse racing night at
the Literary Club and certainly no members of the
club are better qualified to write on this subject
than the Asburys, pere et fils. Taylor Asbury
read the papers, the first of which concerned the
Earls of Derby and was written by Father Asbury.
These earls have been leading figures in the
affairs of England for four hundred years. The
title was first conferred on Lord Stanley afte~
the battle of Bosworth Field in 1485 and in 1946
the eighteenth earl visited the Asbury stud
farm. This gave "As" a grand excuse to visit the
Stanley Stud at Newmarket, a wee place of only
1500 acres. The twelfth Earl of Derby and Sir
Thomas Sunbury conceived the English Derby, first
run in 1780. How fortunate that this race was
named the Derby and not the Sunbury.

I

The second paper was by the junior Asbury and
was about Max Hirsch, another all time great horse
person. (There's an anthropomorphism for you).
This outstandingly successful trainer continued to
train horses until he was 88 years old. He
started his career as a jockey and had 124 winners
over a five year span. In 1921, after becoming a
trainer, Hirsch had an unplanned collaboration
with the notorious gambler, Arnold Rothstein, when
Max entered a horse in a race at Aquaduct that he
did not intend to race and only did run him
because of Rothstein's interest in the horse. The
two of them, Max and Arnold, won $770,000 when the
horse came in first. In 1936 Max acquired his
biggest client in Robert Kleberg of the King
Ranch. Over a span of thirty-three years Max
trained hundreds of horses for the King Ranch,
including three Kentucky Derby winners. Despite
his outstanding accomplishments, Max did not ~ake
himself too seriously and had a way of deflat1ng
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those who did. His gravely voice, the twinkle in
his eyes and his compassion for man and beast are
visit memories for Tuck Asbury.
The last of the three budget papers was by
"As" and his subject was the greatest promotor in
sports history, Colonel Matt J. Winn, who made the
Kentucky Derby the supreme horse race in America
by capitalizing on the fame of the English
Derby. Winn was the son of a grocer; never
graduated from high school; worked for twenty-five
years as a bookkeeper, salesman and tailor; and at
age 41 in 1902 put together a group of investors
who bought Churchill Downs. Winn became the
director and proceeded to put to work his plan to
enlarge the derby from a race of only local
interest to the one most coveted by all owners,
trainers and jockeys. How did he do it? "As"
says that he did it with ability, Celtic charm and
luck. Colonel Winn saw 75 consecutive derbies
starting with the first one in 1875. Under Winn
Derby attendance rose to about 100,000.
Reading time:

40 minutes.

Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
May 2, 1988
President Peck presided.
guests.

59 members, 2

James Bridgeland has this thing about Jane
Austen. It was not always so. When Jim started
law school, he eschewed frivolous reading and all
novels fell under this rubric for him. This
attitude persisted until about four years ago
when, by chance, he picked up a copy of Doug
Mansfield's Austen Park. No, no, that's Jane
Austen's Mansfield Park. As Jim read on into· this
novel, it began to seem as if Jane Austen was
speaking directly to him. Jim liked this. It was
as if the two of them were talking to each other
quietly in the corner of some room. This personal
relationship with a novelist was a new experience
.!or Mr. Bridgeland and, when he put the book down,
he felt that Jane had become his friend. The more
he thought about this, the more Jim became
convinced that Jane Austen wrote in this personal
way in order to be loved by her readers. If she
should succeed in this, she would lessen her
loneliness, the loneliness that all humans feel.
So now Jim Bridgeland has a test when he
begins to read a writer new to him - "Is this a
writer that I want for a friend?" This has been a
great help to him in separating the wheat from the
chaff. Yet still he finds it difficult to find a
writer who can equal Jane Austen. He is so
enamored of her that he has joined not only the
American Jane Austen Society but the English one
also. And he has not only joined the English
society but he goes to its annual meetings. He
really does love this lady. One such meeting was
held at Chawton House in Hampshire, where Jane
lived for the last eight years of her life.
Although the house has been restored to its former
condition, the atmosphere has changed. The house
once was located in a bustling community with the
main road to Winchester passing by it. Now the

surroundings are quiet and the garden has become
formal. But our James was not disappointed.
Nothing could disappoint him now that he was
treading the very soil that his dear friend had
trod over 150 years ago. And Jim's cup ran over
when he visited Winchester Cathedral where Jane is
buried and Jim was able to commune with her
soul.
This was a very sensitively written paper and
will have us looking forward to Mr. Bridgeland's
future works. My only quarrel with it is the
passing swipe he took at the venerable Bede, that
saintly man who is the father of English
historians. I would take Bede over Austen anytime
but, then, one man's Bonnie Dundee is another's
Bloody Claverhouse.
I .
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Reading time:

35 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

l'
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May 9, 1988
President Peck presided.
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58 members, 1

Few of our members ever expected to come to a
literary club and hear a paper that was kid
stuff. Not us gaffers, as John McLeod has so
aptly described us. But kid stuff was the fare
that Bill Beckett furnished us on this Monday
night, for his theme was "The Rise and Fall of
Childhood". When did childhood start to rise?
Well, according to Mr. Beckett, not in medieval
times when childhood was a grim affair. With the
coming of northern barbarians, literacy
disappeared, education disappeared, shame
disappeared and the disappearance of these three
caused childhood to disappear. In the medieval
world there was no conception of child
development, no conception of schooling as a
preparation for an adult world. There was also no
conception of shame in the sense that there are
some matters that are shameful to be revealed to
children indiscriminately. In medieval society
every coarse and scabrous circumstance was
familiar to and participated in by children, with
manners and fastidiousness unknown and with no
conception of personal privacy. Then came the
invention of the printing press. Oral
communication was supplanted by written. Reading
gave people an intensified sense of self and this
lead eventually to the flowering of childhood. It
took nearly 200 years but by the middle of the
19th century the concept of schooling for the
young was firmly established. The grades of
school were carefully defined so that a child's
education was progressively nurtured. Children
were treated as children, not as miniature
adults. Childhood was a place of marvels and
magic and, for most children, it was a happy time
of life. But, says William Beckett, we have now
emerged into another childless age and, if he can
blame anyone, he blames Sam~el F. B•. Mor~e and his
responsibility for electron1c commun1cat1on.

The assault on our senses by the electronic
communication media has had a profound effect on
childhood. Pictures have replaced ideas. The
graphic revolution has put the mind to sleep.
Children need to have their minds developed in
stages but television has destroyed the ability to
do this and eroded the dividing line between
childhood and adulthood. In short, the idiocy and
ugliness pouring forth from the hypnotic tube have
destroyed our sense of shame.
With most of this thoughtful paper I think
most of us would agree but I do wish that Bil
Beckett and I could sit down for an hour or two
and chat about the medieval age. I think he
paints it with too broad an ebon brush.
Reading time:

35 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
May 16, 1989
President Peck presided.
guests.

62 members, 3

Before the meeting the Taft Museum was opened
to our members for a special showing of early
American architecture.
Eugene Saenger is fascinated by faculty
brawls, at least when they occur at some
institution other than the University of
.
Cincinnati. So it was that his ears pricked and
his eyes lit up when he learned of the Critical
Legal Studies embroglio at Harvard Law School last
August. Dr. Saenger comes late to his interest in
Critical Legal Studies for the disciples of this
program (if I can be so dignified) have been
creating more heat than light at Harvard Law
School for well over ten years. Well, what is or
are Critical Legal Studies? Eugene Saenger gives
us several definitions, some of which appear
contradictory and all of which are confusing.
This is not surprising since the disciples of this
cult are not in agreement about their program.
They are all in agreement, however, that they
don't like the way the legal system is structured
in this country. They feel that it is structured
to serve the "haves" and to maintain the "havenota" in that condition. They want the system
changed but there does not seem to be a consensus
among them for a specific program to accomplish
this. It is easy to say that something is wrong;
it is more difficult to come up with a workable
plan to correct it. Most of them seem to want to
accomplish their purpose of mer~ benef~ts.f~r the
underprivileged through the med1um of ]Ud1c1al
activism. As Gene Saenger accurately points out,
this gets us into a government of men, not laws,
and this has been a tabu in Anglo-American
jurisprudence since the Star Chamber was
abolished.

What got Gene Saenger so worked up about CLS
was a couple of fights over tenure at Harvard for
two CLS proponents. They didn't get tenure and
the press gave wide coverage to the resultant
screams of anguish. This result does not seem to
upset Dr. Saenger. What seems to intrigue him is
that the legal profession could breed such
kooks. Clarity of thought and logical remedies
for perceived life should be expected from
lawyers. Well, I guess there are kooks in all
fields of endeavor. It may be that there are even
some in the medical profession. As a Harvard Law
School graduate, I am more upset by the undue
publicity given these people than by their ~uzzy
thinking. Oh well, the publicity gave Gene
Saenger the idea for his paper which he entitled
"Trashing".
Reading time:

35 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
May 23, 1988
President Peck presided.
guests.

50 members, 4

John Diehl had the paper for the evening and
his title was "A Connecticut Yankee in the Queen
City". Luman Watson was born in Connecticut and
had five generations of American ancestors. The
family farm had no charm for him and, on reaching
the end of his teen years, he set out for the west
and more scope for his mechanical skills. 1809
found him in Cincinnati and established as a
partner in the firm of Read and Watson, clock
dealers and cabinet makers. He was only 19. The
Reads were more interested in cabinet than in
clock making, and Watson was more the other way,
so after six years Watson left the firm to
concentrate on clock manufacturing. He had a
small shop on Main Street until his factory on
Northern Row (now 7th Street) was built. By 1819
he had fourteen employees. Watson was also
beginning to be active in the social and cultural
life of the young city, serving, for example, as
co-manager of the Cincinnati Cotillion Assembly.
He was also one the founders of Christ Church,
along with William Henry Harrison, Arthur St.
Clair, Jr., Griffin Yeatman and Ethan Stone. He
was the first recorded president of the Cincinnati
Haydn Society and built a fine, large organ for
the society which was installed in Christ
Church. This launched Watson on an organ building
career which apparently was a quite successful
adjunct to the clock work.
Luman Watson, along with Jacob Burnet, Ben
Piatt, Peyton Symmes and others, served on the
committee which was responsible for the building
of the Miami and Erie Canal. He was one of the
incorporating directors of the Cincinnati Academy
of Fine Arts and was a charter member of the Ohio
Mechanics Institute, the first technical school
west of the Alleghenies. During the depression of

the 1820s Watson was approached for a job by a
destitute 17 year old named Hiram Powers. Watson
had no opening but made one anyway. He had made
no mistake as Power's mechanical and artistic
talents soon resulted in his becoming the factory
superintendent. Yes, this was the same Hiram
Powers who became the world renowned sculptor.
John Diehl has examined over a hundred Watson
clocks and ended his paper with a technical
description of the Watson clock work which time
and my inability to summarize (let alone
understand) will prevent discussing but this is
John Diehl's hobby and he paints it as a quite
interesting hobby.
Reading time: 54 minutes which would have
dismayed William of Ockham.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
June 6, 1988
President Peck presided.
present.

49 members, 0 guests

Sometimes medical people refer to a
neurosurgeon as a "nutcracker", Frank Mayfield
told us in his paper this evening and so he used
that word as the title for the paper which was a
review of his 57 professional years. Born in
South Carolina, Frank Mayfield really considers
himself a Tar Heel for the family home was in
North Carolina and he attended the university
there. Medical training, however, was at the
Medical College of Virginia with four years in the
Graduate School of Surgery. There followed a two
year post graduate fellowship at the University of
Louisville. Surprisingly soon thereafter he was
assigned the important task of setting up the
neurological service at Good Samaritan Hospital.
This, of course, brought him to Cincinnati and
eventually to the Literary Club. Activities at
Good Samaritan resulted in friendships with Ralph
Carothers and Eslie Asbury. In 1938 Frank and
others organized the American Academy of
Neurological Surgery which will hold its fiftieth
birthday celebration here in Cincinnati in
September. When the war came Doctor Mayfield was
sent to Battle Creek, Michigan, to develop a
rehabilitation center there for American wounded
and, after D-Day the workload became tremendous.
One of his patients was Colonel Davis, a physician
and father of Nancy Reagan. After the Colonel's
recovery he worked with Frank Mayfield to
introduce the electromyogram into medicine.
After the war was over, Frank's career
blossomed. He became president of the Academy of
Medicine and this propelled him into many
community activities. One such activity was the
development with the bar association of a code of
inter-professional responsibility between the
doctors and the lawyers. Despite this busy life,

Frank had time to run a clip joint which, I hasten
to insert, involved a surgical clip and made a lot
of money, but not for Frank Mayfield. Much of the
rest of his career Frank spent working to create a
university hospital and, of course, these efforts
were finally successful. This brief summary
cannot do justice to the curriculum vitae of Frank
Mayfield but it is sufficient to make us realize
that Cincinnati has been fortunate that this Tar
Heel chose to convert himself into a Buckeye.
Reading time:

36 minutes.

After the paper, the annual elections were
held with the following elected: President,
Charles Robertson, Vice-President, James Elder;
Secretary, David Reichert; Treasurer, George
Rieveschl; Clerk, Thomas Gephardt; and Trustee,
Richard Vilter.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
June 13, 1988
President Peck presided.
present.

62 members

This was the last meeting of the year and was
held on the commodious green sward of Cobblestone
Court, residence of member Vincent Aug. Our Clerk
had designated Charles Carothers to present the
paper for this significant evening and the choice
was a wise one. The paper was about the Literary
Club, sort of. In the first decade of the twentyfirst century Edgar Cash was a frequent guest at
Literary Club meetings and, in time, his name was
posted on the bulletin board for membership. Not
a native Cincinnatian, Edgar had made a place for
himself and his family in the community and the
family's style of living was gracious if not
opulent. Actually, however, the Cash financial
condition was rather shaky (that is, the Cash flow
was irregular) and this fact underlay the
development of Cash's story or, I should say,
Chuck Carother's relation of Cash's story. Edgar
Cash had business interests in Mexico and also
served the federal government on diplomatic
missions to the Organization of American States.
On one combined business and diplomatic trip to
Mexico City Edgar was invited to a fancy cocktail
party. Late in the evening, Edgar found himself
looking across the crowded room straight into the
eyes of a very attractive senorita and those eyes
had a very inviting look. Now, Edgar wasn't
against beautiful women, at least not often
enough, so he moved over to her side. The wellknown one thing led to another and soon the two
were in her little hacienda. Edgar being ever a
man to live down to his ideals, soon they found
themselves in her little bed. The next day Carmen
(of course, that was her name) arranged a meeting
with some of her influential friends. They had a
scheme for laundering money through Edgar's
business bank deposit in Cincinnati. The money
could be transported to Cincinnati in Edgar's

diplomatic valise. There would be a rake-off for
Edgar, of course. Mr. Cash was not grasping the
horns of a moral dilemma and Carmen's charms
decided which horn to release. Edgar and his
valise made more and more trips to Mexico City.
Poor Edgar, he was not only not virtuous, he was
circumspect and his overly frequent trips
attracted the attention of officialdom. On
Edgar's last visit to the Literary Club he carne
straight from the airport and deposited his wellworn valise in the coat room. When the reader for
the evening had finished his papers, two strangers
in the rear of the room, whom the members had
assumed to be guests, came forward and took Edgar
and his valise into custody. This was a tragedy
for Edgar Cash but there was almost a greater
tragedy for the Literary Club. At the next
business meeting Edgar's proposal for membership
would surely have been acted upon favorably,
This suspenseful engagingly written tale was
just right for a hot summer's evening. Sort of a
midsummer's night dream.
Reading time:

33 minutes.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary
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Review of the 1987-88 Club Year
We had 39 meetings during the year which was
the same number as the previous year and which
should simplify the making of comparisons between
the two years. 2,583 members attended these 39
meetings which was no less than 558 more than in
1986-87. Since that year's attendance was 87 more
than its previous year, it seems plain that the
members are taking more seriously their promise
"to be regular in attendance". There were 112
guests during the club year which, I believe, were
a few less than the preceding year. The fall-off
in guests isn't all bad because, when the reader
brings an oversized claque, it is sometimes
difficult for a few of the members to find
adequate seating. 51 papers were read which was 6
less than the previous year, principally because
of the special meeting held the previous year.
The largest attendance - 73 - was the anniversary
meeting in October and this is always the case.
There were only 32 members present for the January
25th meeting. The lowest attendance is usually at
some meeting in the dead of winter.
As is usual, most papers were essays but there
was a refreshing tendency to liven them up. Ethan
Stanley and Herb Curry traded verbal blows over
the quality of Cincinnati opera; Bob Norrish got
rid of all or most or some of his guilt feelings;
Doug Mansfield found another of Jamie Albright's
diaries; David Behnke besmirched Cinderella's
purity; Roger Newstedt left us with some jiggling
mammaries; and there were several other instances
of imaginative composition.
Guided by the unflappable leadership of John
Weld Peck, the year progressed without untoward
incidence. Renovations continued. Ed Merkel was
elected to honorary membership. The cl~b adopted
a new constitution. We lost members Al1ster
Cameron and Robert van Fossen by death and gained
Dennis Pulhalla, John Caldwell, John Campbell and
Robert watkins by admission.
Respectfully submitted,

Secretary

